WELCOME TO THE CARIBBEAN, UNABRIDGED
Beautiful, white-sand beaches—check. Crystal-clear turquoise waters—check. Year-round perfect weather—check.
Belize delivers everything your clients want in a Caribbean vacation—and a thousand percent more. It’s a place
not only to be seen, but to be experienced. Deeply. It’s nature unfiltered, completely primeval and utterly beautiful,
from rainforest to sea. It’s history uninterrupted, a portal to the mysterious Maya world. It’s luxury in its purest form,
authentic, genuine and seamlessly entwined in a magnificent tropical wilderness.
Here’s why your clients would love TO BE in Belize:
EASE OF TRAVEL + ACCESS
With direct flights from many U.S. gateways, Belize is easy to get to—and comfortable to visit, as English is the
primary language and spoken widely. Belize’s network of highways and readily available flights within the country
make it convenient to explore. The currency exchange is a fixed rate U.S. $1 to BZ $2.
THE BELIZE BARRIER REEF
Second only to Australia’s Great Barrier Reef in size, this protected reef offers U.S. travelers the rare opportunity to
view amazing undersea wonders via SCUBA diving or snorkeling without having to travel to the other side of the
world.
MAYA EXPERIENCE
Important archaeological sites and artifacts offering a window into ancient Maya life have been unearthed
throughout Belize, and visitors may experience this mysterious world firsthand.
THE RAINFOREST
From jungle lodges to hiking to ziplining, Belize offers an array of rainforest experiences, putting visitors eye-to-eye
with its abundant wildlife while proactively preserving this fragile ecosystem.
SOFT AND EXTREME ADVENTURE TRAVEL
Whether your clients prefer gentle adventures like hiking or extreme, high-adrenaline activities like rafting or deep
caving, Belize has it all.
SMALL COUNTRY, BIG EXPERIENCES
Belize is roughly the size of Massachusetts, and it’s easy to explore its diverse corners in one trip. For clients who
want an irresistible mix of experiences—from underwater adventures to seaside relaxation to rainforest explorations
to historic and cultural discoveries—Belize offers a blissful menu of diversions, all doable in one vacation.

